The Abel inversion, used to reconstruct axisymmetric radial prof iles from line-of-sight intensity measurements, is increasingly used to make spatially resolved combustion measurements. An Abel deconvolution is valid only when incoming rays are parallel, whereas most practical optical setups used for emission imaging consist of single-lens and multilens systems that collect light in a cone, over a nonzero solid angle. A ray-tracing simulation was performed to aid in understanding how optical collection geometry affects measured intensity signals and the resultant reconstructed emissivity prof iles. Simulation results are compared with emission tomography measurements performed on an axisymmetric laminar diffusion f lame.  2000 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 120.1740, 110.6960.
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Unfortunately, some combustion measurement techniques, such as emission and absorption, collect signal along the entire line of sight. Tomographic techniques are therefore needed for reconstruction of the two-or three-dimensional quantity under investigation. In particular, an Abel inversion can be used to reconstruct a cylindrically symmetric distribution from line-of-sight intensity measurements. 2 This deconvolution is valid only when the measured signal is collected along infinitely thin, perfectly parallel rays.
Absorption measurements with collimated laser sources conform closely to the parallel-ray assumption, as do traditional single-point emission measurements involving spatial filters and simple light detectors. In emission imaging, however, these light-collection criteria can only be approximated in a realizable measurement system. The single-lens and multilens optics used in practical measurements collect nonparallel rays in a cone, over a nonzero solid angle. To the best of our knowledge, no one has investigated how these effects inf luence the measured intensity prof ile and the resultant radial distribution computed with an Abel inversion. These effects could be important for interpreting recent measurements of both relative and absolute radical concentrations performed with emission tomography. 3 -5 For relative concentration measurements, the chosen collection optics may widen or distort the measured intensity prof ile relative to parallel ray collection. Determining absolute concentrations could potentially be problematic as well, inasmuch as collection over a cone results in higher peak signals than assumed by parallel ray collection. The relative scale factor is sensitive to the geometry of both the distribution that is being measured and the collection optics.
A ray-tracing simulation was performed to quantify some of these issues. The results are compared with CH* chemiluminescence measurements in an axisymmetric laminar diffusion f lame. 4 CH* exists in a thin, high-temperature region and therefore serves as a marker of the f lame front. 6 Integrated CH* emission is imaged over the entire f lame, and onedimensional intensity prof iles are extracted at various axial heights for comparison with the predictions of these simulations. Because these measurements had a high signal-to-noise ratio, no smoothing was required before the Abel inversion was performed.
One can determine an axisymmetric emissivity distribution F ͑r͒ by measuring the line-of-sight integrated signal at a single angle and performing an Abel deconvolution, as is shown graphically in Fig. 1 and described here. When infinitely thin, parallel rays are collected across the entirety of F ͑r͒, the line-of-sight integrated intensity prof ile I ͑y͒ is given by
The emissivity F ͑r͒ can be recovered from projection data with the use of the Abel inversion, which is written analytically as where I 0 ͑y͒ dI ͞dy . Several implementation procedures to perform this inversion are available. Here an algorithm that is equivalent to a two-point Abel deconvolution is utilized. 7 A ray-tracing algorithm was developed to simulate measured integrated intensity profiles. The coordinate system used is diagrammed in Fig. 2 . The function F ͑r͒, centered at ͑x r i , y 0͒, is represented on a pixelated grid. The pixel width is dx, and the imaged region is a square of side length 2r i . A lens of diameter d is placed a distance f o from the near edge of the imaged region. In two dimensions, the integrated intensity from the point ͑x 0 , y 0 ͒ is collected from the two triangular regions, labeled R͑x 0 , y 0 ͒, bounded by the rays shown in the diagram. The total integrated intensity at y 0 is the sum of the signals collected as x 0 is varied. This is expressed mathematically as
where 2D means two dimensions. The equations of the two lines that def ine R͑x 0 , y 0 ͒ are shown in Fig. 2 . Note that, in the limit of f o !`, this region collapses to the line y y 0 , and parallel ray collection is recovered. This was conf irmed in the simulation. Extending the simulation to three dimensions requires the inclusion of all signals collected in a threedimensional cone. We form this cone by rotating the triangular regions R͑x 0 , y 0 ͒ about the chief ray, which goes between ͑2f o , 0͒ and ͑x 0 , y 0 ͒. To perform this three-dimensional intensity collection, we assume that the measured distribution is a stack of planes with thickness dx and emissivity F ͑r͒. Contributions from adjacent planes are added by additional twodimensional summations over regions def ined by the intersection of the collection cone with the appropriate plane.
The magnitudes of the simulated intensity distributions from the cone-collected signals and the parallel ray signals are different because of geometric distortions as well as changes in the solid angle of collection. To account for this, a laser calibration method, which is used to calibrate actual emission measurements, 8 was simulated with the same program. Signals collected from a 300-mm-thick laser beam were simulated, and a scale factor was found between the parallel raycollected and the cone-collected signals, which varied as the simulation parameters ͑f o , d, dx, and r i ͒ were changed. This scale factor was computed in each case to permit direct comparison of simulated parallel raycollected and cone-collected signals.
For CH* chemiluminescence imaging measurements reported previously, 4 light was collected with a single lens of diameter d 22 mm a distance f 0 500 mm away from the edge of the imaged region. The depth of field was determined to be grater than the f lame width, and the measured pixel size ͑dx͒ was 68 mm. To match measured intensity profiles, F ͑r͒ was modeled as a Lorentzian on one side and as a step function on the other. The geometrical parameters used in the f lame measurements were used for our simulation, with the peak location and width of F ͑r͒ varied as free parameters to agree best with measured data.
The simulated and measured signal intensities are shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 3 , along with the parallel ray signal. The simulated distribution has a peak at r 3.9 mm; r i was 12 mm. The measured and simulated signals agree quite well. Both are shorter and wider than the parallel ray prof ile, with higher magnitudes along the centerline.
The simulated signals can now be Abel inverted, allowing the calculated F ͑r͒ to be compared with the emissivity reconstructed from parallel rays, as shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 3 . The actual F ͑r͒ used in the simulation, not shown, is nearly Fig. 2 . Coordinate system used for signal collection simulation. Fig. 3 . Left, integrated intensity signal from experimental data (short-dashed curve), simulated threedimensional optical collection (long-dashed curve), and simulated parallel ray collection (solid curve). Right, Abel-inverted emissivity profiles of the curves shown at the left. indistinguishable from the reconstructed parallel ray prof ile. The integrated signal from cones with a finite solid angle gives a computed emissivity prof ile that is shorter and wider than the parallel ray prof ile. There is also a 1-pixel difference in the location of the peak. After the Abel inversion is performed, there exists lowmagnitude residual noise from the centerline to where the distribution peaks, which is an artifact of all Abel inversion algorithms.
For the chemiluminescence measurements of Ref. 4, the spatial resolution is estimated to be 2 pixels, or ϳ140 mm. Therefore the 1-pixel difference in peak location and the 2-pixel difference in the full width at half-maximum between the reconstructed and the actual F ͑r͒ fall within the experimental uncertainty. These CH* emissivity prof iles can therefore be used to determine f lame shape. The 30% inaccuracy in peak signal, however, is signif icant and needs to be combined with other experimental uncertainties for access to the accuracy in the measured peak CH* concentration.
As a general trend, errors in the reconstructed prof iles tend to diminish as f o ͞d approaches infinity and collected rays become more nearly parallel. However, the magnitude of these errors depends on the distribution being measured, F ͑r͒, as well as on the optical collection geometry. This dependence is shown in Fig. 4 , where the peak percent error is plotted as a function of f o ͞d for three simulated distributions that were similar in spatial extent. These calculations were done with f o 1000 mm, dx 0.068 mm, and r i 12 mm. For a Gaussian prof ile, reconstruction errors are small over a wide range of collection geometries. However, for a tophat prof ile of radius 5 mm, the reconstructed peak values are signif icantly overpredicted. As was noted above, the peak of the narrow CH* distribution is underpredicted. This different behavior in identical collection geometries suggests that detailed, distribution-specif ic calculations are requirements for quantifying measurement errors and interpreting measured signals in emission tomography applications for which parallel ray collection is required.
